Halogenation of SiGe monolayers: robust changes in electronic and thermal transport.
Phonon and electronic transport of buckled structured SiGe monolayer and halogenated SiGe monolayers (X2-SiGe, X = F, Cl, and Br) are investigated for the first-time using ab initio density functional theory (DFT). The phonon calculations reveal complete dynamical stability of SiGe and fluorinated (F2-SiGe) monolayers in contrast to earlier reported works, where a small magnitude of imaginary frequency in SiGe monolayer near the zone centre of the Brillouin zone (BZ) is observed. The phonon calculations of chlorinated and brominated SiGe reveal no dynamical stability even with very high convergence parameters and better computational accuracy. The lower value of lattice thermal conductivity in the case of F2-SiGe is attributed to the strong phonon anharmonic scattering and larger contribution of the three phonon process to anharmonic scattering. The semimetallic nature of the SiGe monolayer turns to semiconducting after halogenation. We have also calculated the electron relaxation time to study their precise thermoelectric parameters. The enhancement of the Seebeck coefficient and reduction in lattice thermal conductivity in the SiGe monolayer is observed after halogenation which results in the improvement of the thermoelectric figure of merit (ZT). The room temperature figure of merit, ZT, which is 0.112 for the SiGe monolayer, enhances significantly to 0.737 after addition of fluorine atoms. Our study suggests that the halogenation of two-dimensional materials can improve their thermoelectric properties.